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Abstract

Most people are in agreement that guilty pleasures exist, and that we feel them at some point in our life.

In my masters thesis I am going to try and answer why guilty pleasure exists and if it should exist. I am

going to do this by exploring three different types of situations where our aesthetic tastes may not align

with what we think is correct to like. I will call these situations the self theory, the social theory and the

moral theory. I will discuss each one in turn and suggest reasons for and against them, ultimately

concluding that the moral theory is the only theory that gives good reasons to think that guilty pleasure is

justified.
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Introduction

It is generally considered that I have bad taste. On a trip to Brazil, I decided to bring a giant snow globe

with the union jack on it to the people I was staying with. I thought it was sparkly, colourful, and fun.

My Grandpa was not sure they would like it. He gave me a delicate ornament of a bird to give them

instead. I wasn’t particularly enamoured with it, and so I asked him “Do you think they will like it?”

To which he responded “well, anyone with decent taste would like this”. (Or words to that e�ect). It

was many years ago and meant with humour but it is one of the �rst times I remember really thinking

about the idea of taste in a less personal and more analytic way. Perhaps I would not pick this item now,

but something I thought was aesthetically appealing was in fact, not what everyone thought was

aesthetically appealing. My Grandpa found it funny that I preferred the snow globe and decided I

should take the snow globe because I liked it, and it would show I had chosen the gift.

There are all types of situations where our taste does not align with other people, and all types of

situations where we may notice it. Most of these situations occur in our day to day lives and we do not

give them a second thought, nor should we. But are there times when we should give these situations a

second thought?

I argue that there are only certain cases of liking something that one should feel truly guilty about and I

want to try and illuminate what type of cases they are and why they make us feel guilty, and explain

why we should feel guilt about these cases of guilty pleasure.

In short, I argue we should only feel guilty pleasure when the following criteria are met.

1. That we should feel guilty if we choose not to respect particular norms of the domain.

2. We choose not to respect these particular norms due to wanting aesthetic pleasure.
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These two criteria together have to be met in order for a feeling of guilty pleasure to be justi�ed.

I will argue this in the following way. I am going to study three possible theories where guilty pleasure

could be justi�ed. Firstly, some people may argue that one should feel guilty about their pleasures

because of the aesthetic self. I will call this the self theory.

I will discuss why it could be thought that the self theory is the reason we should feel guilty pleasure. I

will argue that aesthetic self is very closely linked with our identity. We have an aesthetic self, and when

we go against our authentic aesthetic self we could feel the notion of guilty pleasure.

Ultimately I �nd this is incorrect due to the argument I will make that the self theory does not �t

criterion one: That we should feel guilty if we choose not to respect particular norms of the domain.

We should not feel guilt about simply living as our authentic aesthetic self. If we choose not to adhere

to a norm in pursuit of a truer, richer version of ourselves, the self theory cannot equate to guilty

pleasure due to there being nothing to feel guilty about. I will refer to �ndings by Javier Gomez-Lavin,

Claudia Winklmayr and Jesse J. Prinz, Samantha Matherne and Nick Riggle,  Kris Go�n and Florian

Cova, and the writer Carl Wilson.

Secondly, some people may argue that guilty pleasures should exist because of the power of social

norms. I will call this the social theory. I will examine the work of Carl Wilson, Daniel Lopes, Mary

Beth Willard and Thi C Ngyuen for this theory. I will discuss why social normativity raises powerful

arguments, but ultimately argue against this due to this type of guilty pleasure best being described as a

construct, as a pressure put upon us by societal norms to like certain things and thus should not be

respected. Therefore we do not feel true guilty pleasure because the social theory does not �t criterion

one: That we should feel guilty if we choose not to respect particular norms of the domain.

Although we may, we should not feel guilt regarding a created social construct, built to make us �t in.
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Finally, I will discuss that guilty pleasures could be justi�ed because of moral norms linked to the

aesthetic. I will call this the moral theory. I will discuss Ann Eaton’s paper Where ethics and aesthetics

meet and Marcia M Eaton’s paper The aesthetic and the moral to highlight the link between morality

and aesthetics. I will argue that this is the most likely �eld in which we are disposed to feel, and should

feel guilty pleasure. I will argue that this is where the true de�nition of guilty pleasure lies, and why we

should feel guilty if we choose to indulge in aesthetic pleasures. I argue this is the only theory I present

which �ts both my criteria:

1. That we should feel guilty if we choose not to respect particular norms of the domain.

2. We choose not to respect these particular norms due to wanting aesthetic pleasure.

I will argue that guilty pleasure should be felt in this domain because sometimes we may be correct to

choose our aesthetic choice, and this feeling of con�ict causes guilt. We should only feel guilty when we

have decided the aesthetic choice for ourselves and the uncomfortableness does not come from a social

pressure to �t in, but rather a personal choice to be the best person we can be.

A neutral grip on guilty pleasure.

I am going to be talking about aesthetic cases of guilty pleasure. This would be when you think that you

should not like something, yet you like something anyway. This something could be a work of art, a

personality, an item of clothing, a situation, in which we know that we like it and it gives us pleasure,

yet we also know that we have reason to feel we should not like it, and this friction causes unease, and

in certain cases guilt that we derive pleasure from this aesthetic experience. We may then as a

consequence of this aesthetic case choose to act in a certain way, for example you may go to a gallery to

see an art exhibition, you may choose to travel to a location for an experience, or you may choose to

buy pizza when on a diet.
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Neutral grip on pleasure

This leads onto my second point: Does the word pleasure really convey the con�ict correctly in guilty

pleasure? Often when I have discussed this project with others, it is the guilt word which seems to raise

questions. It seems people are unsure whether they actually feel guilt in their pleasure. However, I

would argue that perhaps the word pleasure is more of a problem. I think we can receive enjoyment or

excitement or even just simple liking from an aesthetic situation or object, and it can be possible to feel

guilt about it. The object or situation may be something we choose to pass the time, or something we

like more than something else. I argue that this concept can exist without experiencing all

encompassing pleasure. Nick Riggle explains this point when discussing beauty in On the interest in

Beauty and disinterest:

“The experience of some works of art may involve enjoyment of a capacity to challenge, disturb,

provoke, or excite in a way that is not accurately characterised as “pleasing””. 1

When I refer to pleasure here, it is because the phrase ‘guilty pleasure’ most people will understand as

the phenomena I am talking about. This is important because it would seem at �rst that we would

always  choose to do something which will bene�t us, or be good for us, and the thing that gives us

pleasure should be the thing which gives us these things, but this is not necessarily the case.

Aesthetic hedonism is the idea that the purpose of art is to give us a pleasurable experience. I am not

arguing about the concept of aesthetic hedonism in this thesis, but merely the con�ict between what

we think we should like and what we actually like. When does the con�ict make us feel truly guilty, and

what are we actually guilty about? I argue it is far deeper and more complex than simply liking

something we think we shouldn’t, and only occurs in certain situations.

1 Nick Riggle. "On the Interest in Beauty and Disinterest." Philosophers' Imprint 16, (2016) : 5.
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I will use the term guilty pleasure in this paper because people understand the concept, but I think I

should express that it is a useful phrase for a more interesting complex phenomena which I will explore

here, but I will refer to the phenomena I am discussing as guilty pleasure in my paper.

Neutral grip on guilt

Regarding the guilty part of the phrase guilty pleasure, the guilty part for the purpose of my thesis is

non negotiable. I am trying to pinpoint which situations one feels guilty in their pleasures. One can

only feel guilt when one feels they have done something they shouldn’t have. For the guilty pleasure I

am referring to, one needs to feel bad. They may not be incorrect to choose this option, but they

should feel incorrect, or bad. An argument which can be made is “Yes, I understand the phenomena

you are describing, but I don’t know if I feel guilt.” One might feel embarrassed, one might simply not

tell anyone for fear of being judged, and sometimes we might just like something and not care what

people think. This argument is not wrong. However, there are undoubtedly some occasions when one

feels justi�ably guilty about something they like, and there are lots of reasons for this, but I am going to

ultimately boil them down to di�erent reasons in one type of domain.

Regarding the aesthetic norms I discuss, an aesthetic norm can guide us to a choice because it should

give us the most happiness or pleasure. However I do not think that there are certain types of art which

are ‘better’ than others at giving pleasure. I use my self theory to describe when we go against what is

the “right” aesthetic choice and feel the pleasure anyway, and in my social theory not liking the

aesthetic norm could invoke guilt.

I assume in my argument that the phenomena which occurs in us is usually a case of guilty enjoyment,

guilty like, guilty sel�shness and guilty not -making -the -choice -which -most -people -do. Sometimes it

is just a guilty pleasure. However, I argue these terms can all be examples in which we feel guilty
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pleasure. Exactly what things have to occur for us to feel that term, and then whether we actually should is

what I will explore in my thesis.  I will start with the self theory.

Self Theory

There are only certain cases of liking something that one should feel  guilty about and I want to try and

illuminate just what type of cases they are and why they should make us feel guilty. The �rst theory I

am going to examine is the Self theory.

This theory is that we have an aesthetic self, and when we go against our authentic aesthetic self we

could feel the notion of guilty pleasure.

Aesthetic Self

When I say aesthetic self, I mean the most recognisable part of our identity, the part of our identity

which shows what we like and dislike.

I am going to use the idea of aesthetic self that Joerg Fingerhut,  Javier Gomez-Lavin, Claudia

Winklmayr and Jesse J. Prinz use in their paper The Aesthetic Self. The Importance of Aesthetic Taste in

Music and Art for Our Perceived Identity, in which they describe our aesthetic engagements “a central

component of our identity.”2 Our identity is the person we convey to others through what we care

about and like day to day. “In ordinary life, however, the identities we construct and convey to others

are often related to our preferences: the things we care about and like.”3 So I will say that aesthetic self

is the part of our identity that people can link with your likes and dislikes. If something about our

aesthetic taste shifts, this will be a large recognisable shift in our identity.

3 Ibid.

2 Joerg Fingerhut, Javier Gomez-Lavin, Claudia Winklmayr, and Jesse J. Prinz. "The Aesthetic Self. The Importance of
Aesthetic Taste in Music and Art for our Perceived Identity." Frontiers in Psychology 11, (2020;2021;): 577703-577703 : 1.
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Why I think our aesthetic self is important

This is important because it illustrates that the self we want to be, and the self we want others to

perceive is not just vanity. If our aesthetic self is such a clear and large part of our identity, no wonder

we go to a lot of lengths to curate it, and display it to others. Aesthetic self being an important part of

our identity gives the self theory enough merit to be a theory in which guilty pleasure could exist.

When we are not being true to our aesthetic self this could cause inner con�ict (and perhaps even

external) but ultimately I argue should not cause guilty pleasure.

Nick Riggle gives an example of people �nding an identity through aesthetics in his paper On the

interest in Beauty and disinterest. He discusses the �ctional character Stoner from the book Stoner, a

professor who lives a mediocre life but wants to create a study for himself. Through decorating and

repairing the room his study will be in, he �nds a sense of self. By creating something he deems

beautiful, he is �nding something beautiful in himself. It would seem that by curating a certain way,

this can be of personal value to us. I'm not arguing whether beauty is good, nor if a �ctional character

seeking beauty is good, but this literary example of value could easily cross over to real life.

Say I have chosen to paint my bathroom my favourite colour purple. I’ve chosen to paint the walls this

colour because it is a colour I enjoy seeing. Now something I like is imprinted on this bathroom for all

to see. It provides comfort and familiarity.4 When someone enters this room they now get an

impression of me too. Perhaps in the future my friend might buy me a candle in this colour for my

bathroom. If I paint a room purple, it is unlikely I do not like the colour, and it would be strange if my

friend buys me a purple candle for this bathroom and I say “Thankyou, but I don’t like the colour

purple.”

4 Familiarity can be thought of as an aesthetic of the everyday. Arto Haapala “On the Aesthetics of the Everyday Familiarity,
Strangeness, and the Meaning of Place”, in The aesthetics of the everyday, Andrew Light (New York, Chichester: Columbia
University Press, 2005) , 39-55.
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For the �ctional Stoner, the owner of the study, putting aesthetics he enjoys into the room is giving

him a visual for who he wants to be, or as Riggle puts it: “Something for Stoner to achieve or

embody.”5 Even if we are still working toward the person we want to be,  we want others to perceive

something valuable, something worthy on the journey.

Riggle points out that what matters “is beauty’s re�ecting such personal values or ideals”6,  which

means our choice of aesthetic does not have to be objectively beautiful, but that there is something

beautiful about being comfortable in ourselves.

I think that we do a similar thing in a moral domain. We choose to behave a certain way because we

want to be the best person we can be. We would think of people who possess certain traits (honest,

humble, kind for example) as having integrity, as being trustworthy, as being reliable, and I would think

that person is morally good, or at the least doing morally good things. We hope that by demonstrating

these moral traits we are presenting that to others. If moral values can be important for a person's

identity, given that aesthetic values seem to be able to work the same way (certain aesthetic values

encapsulate a person we would like to be/be with) surely these aesthetic values should hold similar

weight and we should take them seriously.

In Carl Wilson's book “Lets talk about love” he writes about the phenomena of Celine Dion. How can

someone be regarded as so embarrassing to like, yet so popular? In chapter eleven ‘Let's talk about

feelings’ he raises the concept of feelings in aesthetics. Mainly music, but again, the idea can be easily

transferred to anything aesthetic. He discusses how it is often thought of as taboo to admit that you

like a song because it stirs your emotions in some way. “Canadian �lmmaker Guy Maddin once said, “I

think that melodrama isn’t life exaggerated, it is life uninhibited”7. This would seem that we are afraid

to be sentimental, we are afraid to be excited and we are afraid to feel. “With inhibitions against them

7 Carl Wilson Let's talk about love: Why other people have such bad taste, (New York, London: Bloomsbury, 2014), 133.

6 Ibid.

5 Nick Riggle  "On the Interest in Beauty and Disinterest." Philosophers' Imprint 16, (2016): 13.
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removed, the tender sentiments might unveil their unsuspected splendours. For that though, we would

have to relax our constant vigil against looking or feeling ridiculous”.8 If we are going to truly be

ourselves we have to be brave, but that is often harder than it sounds. Is it worth being brave?

What happens when we embrace our aesthetic self?

Fingerhut et al write that there are di�erent types of identity, numerical and qualitative. Numerically,

perhaps you have always had the same house address, or passed a certain exam at a certain age.

Qualitatively maybe you always liked blue denim, or Picasso. The �ndings by Fingerhut et al seem to

point that qualitative identity is more important to us. We cannot choose what colour our eyes are, or

if we come from a rich family, but we can have some say over what our clothes say about us, or the

exhibitions we choose to visit say about us. “Identity is not a deep metaphysical fact, but rather a

construction.”9 The identity that we have power over seems to be the most important, and we often

attain this type of identity from aesthetics. When we embrace our aesthetic self, we are being our true

self. By �nding art which “speaks to us” we can not only be the person we are authentically, but if we

feel we have traits to work on, we may begin to work on them, and improve ourselves through our

aesthetic choices too.

Our aesthetic choices give us a certain freedom in both the thing we choose and the fact that we chose

it for ourselves. Fredrich Schiller thought that we have two types of drives, the form drive and the sense

drive. The form drive is our “nature of reason” and the sense drive is “need for variety and change”.

These together consist of a type of “play drive”, where both drives meet. “For Schiller then, in positing

the play drive, reason seeks unity and reciprocity between the sense and form drives.”10 It is important

for both drives to meet because “any exclusive activity on the part of either the one drive or the other

10 Samantha Maherne  and Nick Riggle. "Schiller on Freedom and Aesthetic Value: Part I." The British Journal of Aesthetics
(2020) : 384.

9 Fingerhut, Joerg et al "The Aesthetic Self. The Importance of Aesthetic Taste in Music and Art for our Perceived Identity."
Frontiers in Psychology 11, (2020;2021;): 577703-577703 :14.

8 Ibid.
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leaves human nature incomplete and gives rise to some limitation within it.” Samantha Maherne and

Nick Riggle try to decipher exactly what he means regarding the play drive with regards to aesthetics,

but it seems to be that “wherever aesthetic value is found or created, it will have the capacity to engage

the play drive.”11

It is then thought that through aesthetics we have a “volitial openness”, which in short “releases you

from the constraints of your normal self.”12 This volitial openness is a type of freedom. Once we have

this, we will be more open to trying new experiences and thinking di�erent ways.  Riggle and Matherne

think Schiller claims that “if we are unable to playfully attune to aesthetic value, or are resistant to it in

some way, then we cannot attain the height of human freedom.”13

So in short, to be free is to be your authentic aesthetic self making your own aesthetic choices. Schiller

is not alone in thinking aesthetics can help us on a path to freedom. Mary Beth Willard in her book

Why it’s ok to like the work of immoral artists explains that aesthetic autonomy is a very important

value, and that the fact we chose something ourselves can be more valuable than what it is.  “A beloved

artwork might be valuable not just for the pleasure we feel when we engage with it, but because of its

place in an autonomously chosen aesthetic project. Asking us to give it up “just to be safe” is to ask us

to substitute someone else's aesthetic judgement in place of our own and to surrender our own

aesthetic autonomy to another.”14 This is also thought by Nguyen in Games and the art of agency

where the idea is put forward that games are important because they are a place to practice using

autonomy. “And this helps us to understand why it might be easier to acquire a mode of agency from a

game than from real life.”15

15 Nguyen, C. Thi. "Games and the Art of Agency." The Philosophical Review 128, no. 4 (2019): 458.

14 Mary Beth Willard ,Why it’s ok to enjoy the work of immoral artists, (New York: Routledge, 2021), 22.

13 Ibid : 396.

12 The example given is to be open to trying di�erent foods, but I argue this could be stretched to other aesthetic areas, such
as trying a new amusement park ride, or trying a new walk home etc. Ibid : 394.

11 Ibid : 395.
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So it seems that there is more to be found from choosing aesthetic pursuits than simply the ends.

Having an aesthetic self is linked to self development, freedom, autonomy in your aesthetic choice and

even being able to express our emotions. Wilson thinks we are afraid of embracing emotions, yet we are

drawn to embracing them, and our aesthetic choices seem to be a window to our emotions. How could

we be so terri�ed, yet so desperate to feel if this was not a pathway to something special? When

introduced to his partner's music tastes for the �rst time Wilson writes “I don’t think I have ever been

more moved, even in our wedding vows by a profession of love. I’ve seldom felt so honoured, so

human, so sure that merely human was enough.”16

If aesthetics can be a window to your wants, goals, and feelings, they can cause incredible vulnerability.

Not just with others but with ourselves.

This brings me to my next point. What happens if we try to go against our aesthetic self? Why could

this be an argument to justify guilty pleasure?

When we are not our aesthetic self what happens?

As our aesthetic self is an important part of our identity, then if this were to change, it would have an

impact on our identity. However, people do change and evolve. For example it would be unrealistic to

think the music you liked when you were eleven you like now in the same way.  Life experience and

understanding play a role in your aesthetic preferences. However, to say that you never liked this music,

even when you were eleven, or to deny you still think a pop song is great just as you did when you were

eleven if you actually do, is the event I am discussing. I am referring to when we actively want to

conceal our aesthetic likes, or actively want to promote another.

16 Carl Wilson Let's talk about love: Why other people have such bad taste, (New York, London: Bloomsbury, 2014), 135.
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Why would someone conceal their aesthetic taste? Well, that is to ask, why would someone want to

hide who they really are? It is eye opening to think that our aesthetic likes and dislikes could be so

powerful, but the realisation that they hold so much weight is also a little sad. Not wanting to admit

you like certain aesthetics, or wanting to like other types of aesthetics to the types you do is an easy way

to hide who you are. It is an odd con�ict that aesthetic choices are clearly very powerful, yet perhaps

should not matter so much.

A desire to be liked, and to be approved of exists. You cannot touch it or see it, but this desire exists.

However, the self theory also requires that you want to be di�erent to others too. “Our aesthetic

autonomy is important; it matters not just what we choose aesthetically to pursue, but that we chose

it.”17 So we want to be individual, that is to have an identity, but still be liked. Wilson writes “It’s like a

jazz musician improvising on a standard: You can alter the notes and rhythms of the melody, but your

improvisation is limited by the tempo and chord changes available in the song.”18

So, I propose a way we do this is to follow a rule: If you like this, then you should like that. If we like

punk music, then we should like ripped jeans and dislike corporations. The construct is such that

certain things �t together. However it can go wrong. For example, following the rule, if you like Celine

Dion, then you should like �lms about romance and heart shaped jewellery. If you like cool things,

then you should like everything cool. If you like something considered uncool, then you should like

everything which has been labelled uncool. That is the only way to have an obvious identity which is

cohesive.  Cohesion is easier to understand, and generally, people like things they understand. So you

can choose what to like, but then you have to “like” the linking traits that go with the aesthetics. What

happens if you don’t like all the things your carefully built aesthetic self should like?

18 Carl Wilson Let's talk about love: Why other people have such bad taste, (New York, London: Bloomsbury, 2014), 92.

17 Mary Beth Willard ,Why it’s ok to enjoy the work of immoral artists, (New York: Routledge, 2021) , 21.
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Why you might feel guilty pleasure in the self theory.

A reason it could be considered you should feel guilty pleasure in the self theory goes as follows:

Imagine you label yourself a punk. You work in an indie record store. Check. You like Vivienne

Westwood and safety pin clothes together. Check. You believe in individual freedom and are anti

establishment. Check. Your friends are also punks. Check. After a hard day in the indie record store

you like to go to play “My heart will go on” by Celine Dion. Wait, what?

This last part of your aesthetic identity does not �t. It could be completely authentic, and give

enjoyment in some way, but this is the part which could be argued to cause guilt. This argument also

works the other way.  Imagine you de�ne yourself as a conventional mother of two. You work in a

bank. Check. You don’t let your children eat too much sugar. Check. After a hard day in the bank you

like to play “Anarchy in the UK” by the Sex Pistols. The last part would be the part labelled your guilty

pleasure. We instinctively seem to know what “�ts” into an aesthetic identity, and what doesn’t.

Not only is this against what we would like people to perceive as our identity, these quirks could be

going against what we want our identity to be. We hold ourselves accountable for keeping this identity

in line, and although it can be very helpful and in the example of Stoner, very beautiful when we are

allowing ourselves to be who we are, it can also be harmful if who we are doesn’t quite work as a

holistic identity because we feel we have to conceal parts of ourselves to make it work as a whole.

There is nothing to say these examples are right or wrong. Yet we seem to have awareness they do not

typically �t together. Logically, people could explain that they just have di�erent likes and dislikes and

it doesn't matter. However, people will still keep their Celine Dion record collection behind closed

doors.

It is so di�cult for us to comprehend that people can be multifaceted. It is also ingrained in us how our

aesthetic identities should work. For example, you're going to be a starving artist, or a corporate fat cat.
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Our aesthetic identity should be authentic, so it's ok to like punk, or mainstream culture, you choose,

as long as it makes sense. Those are the rules. A way we could explain these aesthetic anomalies in our

character is as a guilty pleasure. This keeps it consistent, apart from these blips in aesthetic identity.

However, could there be other ways to think of these aesthetic self con�icts?

Why I do not think going against our aesthetic self norms should cause guilty pleasure.

Do we really feel ‘guilt’ in the way I intend it for the purpose of this paper if our aesthetic tastes go

against what we feel we should like in our aesthetic identity? Cova and Florian write “Guilty pleasures

have nothing to do with their object’s aesthetic properties,”19 So I would argue that there is no reason

to not like the thing you like. It has no objectively incorrect properties. I am also assuming you are not

lying to yourself. So the thing you like is not wrong to like and you are at least being truthful inwardly

that you enjoy the art in some way. I see nothing to manifest guilt here. So my �rst criterion is not

ful�lled, and we should not feel guilty about breaking the norm of groups of aesthetic choices ‘�tting’

together in this theory.

Referring to the self domain and how often guilty pleasures are discussed in terms of eating fast food or

smoking, Go�n and Cova write “Extended to aesthetic consumption, this account of guilty pleasures

would give us a characterization of guilty pleasures as aesthetic objects that either have pernicious

e�ects on one's psychological condition or are a waste of time.”20 Aesthetic likes in regards to our

aesthetic identity constitute to neither of these and so I argue cannot construe guilt in us. “Guilty

pleasures can only occur if one believes that one has aesthetic reasons not to enjoy a given work of

art.”21 We have established that there are aesthetic reasons you like the art or you wouldn’t engage with

it in this theory of the self. The punk clothes may have just as many aesthetic reasons to be chosen or

not chosen as the Celine Dion song, it simply does not �t with a constructed idea of aesthetic identity

21 Ibid : 1134.

20 Ibid :1136.

19 Go�n, Kris and Florian Cova. "An Empirical Investigation of Guilty Pleasures." Philosophical Psychology 32, no. 7
(2019): 1137.
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created by us. We are going against the norm that if we like this, then we should like that. I do not think

this is a norm to take seriously. Maybe you would feel embarrassed, perhaps you may feel

uncomfortable because the identity you have shaped is not as straightforward as you would like.  If the

punk I mentioned earlier was suddenly stranded in the desert never to see anyone else again would he

or she feel guilty playing Celine Dion full blast? I argue no.

Our self enforced norms should not make us feel guilty pleasure if they are kept within the realm of the

self. We may feel embarrassed, we may wish we liked something else, but to ourselves there is nothing to

feel guilty about.

Something else has to be involved for us to feel guilty pleasure. This leads me to my second argument:

The social theory.

Social Theory

Although there is nothing incorrect about liking whatever art you like, and I have already argued

against why our aesthetic selves should not cause guilty pleasure, there is another force similar, and I

would argue, stronger. There is no doubt that social norms in aesthetics are incredibly powerful. When

trying out a Celine Dion album to see if he can understand why so many people like her music, Wilson

writes “It’s a minor voyage of discovery: for instance, it turns out I am not so bothered by having

strangers hear me have sex, compared to how embarassed I am by having them hear me play “Lets talk

about love” over and over.”22 My social theory of guilty pleasure is that not conforming to aesthetic

norms could cause others to judge and ridicule us, and this is so unbearable it could cause us to hide

our aesthetic likes and cause guilty pleasure.

22 Carl Wilson Let's talk about love: Why other people have such bad taste, (New York, London: Bloomsbury, 2014) , 136.
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What types of aesthetic norms in a social domain are there?

There are many types of aesthetic norms that we operate by everyday, and so often we may not even

notice it. It is an aesthetic norm to not wear your gym clothes to a dinner party. It is also an aesthetic

norm to enjoy mainstream music and books and art (Saying you like Ed Sheeran at the dinner party

would be considered relatively safe and standard I imagine.)

Now, what about if you break these aesthetic norms in the social domain?

Scenario one: What if I jog to the dinner party of someone I do not know very well, sit down in my

gym clothes and when asked what my favourite music is I say “I only like pan �ute music and please do

not ask me any more predictable questions”. Not only have I probably not made many acquaintances

that night but I have broken some social norms.

Yet, I may go home thinking that the dinner party went very well. I was comfortable and I didn’t have

to tolerate small talk after telling people I like pan �ute music. However, although I have done nothing

bad or wrong there is some construct I have not followed, and this could cause some repercussions.

These repercussions could be that I am judged not to have made an e�ort for the party by turning up

in gym clothes, that I have odd taste in music (though pan �ute music sounds quite pretty) and that I

am rude (because I did not want insincere conversation.)

Scenario two: I could be this very same person, but I dress up, lie about my music taste and bite my

tongue all night engaging in inane conversation. I will leave this party the same as in the �rst scenario,

but instead of being rude I will be perhaps considered “friendly”. At the very least, I will be forgotten

in the sea of other socially acceptable people.
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Scenario three: I do not pretend to be the person in scenario two, but that I just am the person in

scenario two. Carl Wilson writes “The argument is that the kinds of music and sports we choose and

how we talk about them, are socially shaped”23 he adds, “At worse I am conning myself, but to what I

feel is my advantage.”24

Why is scenario two or three to my advantage?

Why do we want to �t in?

There is no doubt that most of us experience from time to time a feeling of being judged for our taste

in aesthetics. It may not a�ect you, and perhaps it is even positive, but nonetheless, judgement. Why is

this? Well, Carl Wilson thinks it has something to do with wanting to be cool. “Cool confers status.

Symbolic power.”25 Unfortunately this means that if some people are cool, some people have to not be

cool, and you do not want to be that person. Why is being thought of as uncool so terrible?

Here I present some reasons as to why I think we adhere to social norms, and how the social norms are

so powerful that they could cause guilty pleasure.

Social stature.

The power of cool is no small thing. “It incorporates both cultural capital and social capital, and it’s a

clear potential route to economic capital. Corporations and culture makers pursue it as much as

individuals do. As much as we avow otherwise, few of us are truly indi�erent to cool, not a little

anxious about whether we have enough”26.

26 Ibid.

25 Ibid.

24 Ibid.

23 Carl Wilson Let's talk about love: Why other people have such bad taste, (New York, London: Bloomsbury, 2014), 93.
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Generally, if you “�t in” your life will probably go smoother. There are di�erent places to try to �t in

though. People want to �t in with the group they have positioned themselves with. In other words,

although we want agreement in our aesthetic tastes, we want agreement from the right people, and this

will cement our place and status in the world. “To have taste means to exclude people.”27

Carl Wilson explains further when he says “you may be less enamoured of what you imagine about frat

boys or soccer moms, and avoid music that conjures up such listeners.”28 If you do not want to be a frat

boy, you will like certain books, movies, and music. If you want to be a frat boy, you will like certain

books, movies and music.

However, what if I want to be a frat boy and I do not like certain books, movies and music? What or

who decided what books, movies and music I should like if I am to conform to being a frat boy? It

appears that these social norms and rules about what I should like and not like to conform to my

chosen group are hard to escape. It is like a tidal wave and to swim against it may not only seem too

di�cult, but may also seem unnecessary, such is the strong conditioning of our social systems.

The guilty pleasure may come when there is a struggle, a tension to want to be a type of person, and

you do not like the things which go with being a type of person. Yet you want to be a type of person to

�t in with the other same types of people. A pressure, albeit a pressure we cannot exactly pinpoint, can

make us feel guilt.

Higher and lower stature

The social structure does not just consist of labels such as ‘frat boy’ or ‘soccer mom’. It also consists of

a higher or lower social stature. To Bourdieu, our tastes come from our habitus (our upbring, our

expectations, our abilities, our choices we think possible) and an interaction with our fields (our social

28 Carl Wilson Let's talk about love: Why other people have such bad taste, (New York, London: Bloomsbury, 2014), 93.

27 Ibid : 98.
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institutions and networks, the circles we associate in). “Tastes are the result of the interaction of

habitus and �eld- attempts, informed by our backgrounds, to advance our attus by accumulating

cultural and social capital in particular spheres- and perhaps more importantly, to prevent ourselves

from ever being mistaken for someone of a lower status.”29

I can agree that habitus and �eld play a massive part in our aesthetic tastes and social norms, yet I think

the idea we always try to advance ourselves is not quite right. Some social statures require that you do

not think above your station and to want more is seen as ungrateful and bad.

Some people may feel completely unabashed, and openly admit they like a type of art not conforming

with their social stature. This is also a type of standing, that “you are so cool that you can a�ord to risk

it on something goofy, ungainly and awkward- which makes you that much cooler.”30 Wilson

concludes “no one is exempt.”31

It is incredibly di�cult to cross to another type of social standing (though not impossible). For some

the shame and judgement would be not worth the potential pay o�. To like something which is out of

your ordinary (your social norm) this could cause you to feel guilty pleasure.

Fitting into a higher or lower structure appears to be incredibly important for us both socially and

economically. To not �t in with social norms connected to aesthetic norms seems as if it could be a

candidate for creating guilty pleasure.

31 Ibid : 96.

30 Ibid : 94.

29 Pierre Bordieu as cited in Carl Wilson Let's talk about love: Why other people have such bad taste, (New York, London:
Bloomsbury, 2014), 92.
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Why I do not think social norms should create true guilty pleasure.

Suppose a person is considered to have knowledge of culture and taste (perhaps an art teacher for

example), and yet loves cheesy rom-coms. Are they thought of as having a guilty pleasure? It would

seem if you are in a position of power, you will have built up a wealth of culture currency32 and can

waste some on trashy movies etc. Think of it like a wealthy person buying new shoes on a whim. Who

cares if they are not comfortable, the money was expendable. Very cultured people consider themselves

to have expendable culture income. Why would you feel guilty about spending some of this culture

income on being proud to like art not considered cool? It will not a�ect your capital, just as the

designer shoes will not a�ect your bank balance. They will lose no credibility and have no reason to feel

guilty, as opposed to someone with less cultural capital, who wants to make considered purchases.

So what about people who are not as culturally wealthy? Do they have a reason to feel guilt about their

aesthetic choices? Daniel Lopes gives an example of a barista using the best co�ee machine, simply

because it's there and he uses it. He hasn’t chosen it as an expert in co�ee making. Therefore I would

argue that he is not an expert. Lopes explains “Expert agents routinely act on the basis of evaluations

that accurately represent the reasons they have”33 So even if it is the worst co�ee machine he doesn’t

choose it because he loves it, he chooses it because he doesn’t know a better machine. If you have only

experienced Starbucks can you say it is a guilty pleasure, as opposed to a co�ee connoisseur who has

travelled far and wide and still says it is their favourite?

Should you feel guilty about your choice if you do not know of any other choice? To feel guilty

pleasure one must be aware that there is another choice, perhaps a better one, yet they still like the

other choice more and choose it.

33 Dominic Lopes, Being for Beauty: Aesthetic Agency and Value, (Oxford, United Kingdom: Oxford University Press,
2018), 41.

32 Pierre Bourdieau used economics as an analogy for culture. Wilson uses it to describe why some people openly like art
considered in bad taste. Ibid, 91 -94.
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So having a more informed and educated culture means you can waste some of your culture currency

on guilty pleasures, and therefore should not feel guilty. It is a pretend guilty pleasure. Not having a

more informed culture choice means it is not possible to make another choice. So higher and lower

stature do not give reason to correctly feel guilty pleasure.

In response to the social pressure of �tting in causing justi�ed guilty pleasure I say this. Guilt implies

something somewhere has gone awry. In this case, the normativity of our aesthetic choices, which

ought to correspond to our social standing have gone wrong, and that should cause guilty pleasure.

This example may sound believable, but I argue it should not cause true guilty pleasure. Pretend, on

my TV screen, a new hairbrush brand tells me to buy their new hairbrush, because if I do not, my hair

will not be luscious enough, and as a woman I should want to be pretty. If I am not making my hair

luscious my peers (who also are being told the same thing) will reject me, and I want to be included in

this social group. However, what I really want is to shave my head. It could be said the want to shave

my head should cause guilty pleasure, insofar as I should feel guilty that I want to shave my head when

everyone and everything around me says this is not socially acceptable,and it could prevent my life

being successful. I argue one should not feel guilty about shaving their head if it would give them

pleasure. You shouldn't feel guilty about the pleasure, so it's not real guilty pleasure.

This type of guilt is outside us, and designed to keep us consuming and conforming for no real bene�t

to us. This does not seem like a norm to be respected. If I invent a board game and tell you the rules,

should you just follow them blindly if they only bene�t me everytime? Should you feel guilty if you

beat me? The social theory I describe does not �t my �rst criteria: That we should feel guilty if we

choose not to respect particular norms of the domain.
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Finally, “Cool things gradually become uncool”34. If art can be perceived di�erently simply because

everyone is participating in it, or no one is participating in it, does this not show that it is not the arts

fault it is uncool, but rather the fault of a �ckle society which doesn't know how to be accepting? Lack

of acceptance is not a reason you should feel guilty pleasure.

However, although we should not feel guilty here, there is no doubt that we do feel normative pulls in

aesthetics. This leads me to my �nal theory for when you should feel guilty pleasure: The moral theory.

Moral Theory

The moral theory supposes that there are certain moral norms in our everyday lives that we should

follow. Sometimes our aesthetic values and our moral values clash, and we cannot hold both values

how we should. My theory is, when we choose aesthetic value over certain moral values we should feel

guilty pleasure. This is due to us choosing to break certain moral norms which we should respect. In

this idea, both my criteria are met:

1. That we should feel guilty if we choose not to respect particular norms of the domain.

2. We choose not to respect these particular norms due to wanting aesthetic pleasure.

My �nal theory will be of two parts: In the �rst part I explain why only certain moral norms broken

should cause guilty pleasure. I will describe Ann Eaton and Adriana Clavel-Vázquez’s view that these

certain moral norms involve engagement with the art in some way. I will suggest that we branch further

and include moral norms involving appreciation too. To explain this I will mention the di�erence

between engagement and appreciation, and then describe the moral norms which need to be

considered for art engagement and appreciation, and give an example of them being broken. I argue

34 Carl Wilson Let's talk about love: Why other people have such bad taste, (New York, London: Bloomsbury, 2014), 97.
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that this is the only domain in which we should feel guilty pleasure, and the only theory I present in

which both criteria are met.

The second part will introduce two counter arguments to my theory. Firstly, that we should feel very

guilty and should not �nd pleasure in an aesthetic everytime a moral value to do with engagement and

appreciation is broken. I will argue that the points I have given may not always weigh enough to cause

guilt so heavy we shouldn't �nd pleasure in the aesthetic.

The second counter argument is that we never need to feel guilt and only feel pleasure because moral

and aesthetic values are separate. I argue that moral and aesthetic values are not separate, so there

should always be guilt to contend with.

Part 1

What are moral norms?

Moral norms are values and behaviours people often hold, to help them lead good lives. Generally,

moral norms are considered things that we should or should not do.  For example, you shouldn’t steal,

and you shouldn’t lie. You should be honest, and you should treat other people with respect. Most

people agree on these ways to live, and try to adhere to them. People sometimes do bad things, and

maybe the people per se are neither good nor bad, but what I am interested in is this: Should someone

break a moral norm for an aesthetic choice?

Breaking certain kinds of moral norms to pursue an aesthetic pleasure is the phenomenon which needs

to occur for the term guilty pleasure to be justi�ed.
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Why only certain kinds of moral norms?

Choosing the right thing to do is not always clear or easy. For example, a starving person may decide

that they need to steal food from a store, knowing that stealing is considered morally wrong, yet a

situation where one is left dying of hunger is worse. We may choose to tell our friend the dress they are

wearing looks great because they worked a long time making it and the disappointment they would feel

is not worth being honest about. These are decisions we make, and we balance the lesser of the evils.

We sometimes break moral norms, and we may feel guilty, yet we choose the path we hope is less bad.

However, some decisions are more complicated. What about when you will have to engage with an

immoral value for aesthetic value?

Which moral transgressions should a�ect our aesthetic choice, and therefore make us feel guilty when

we choose aesthetic pleasure? It does not seem reasonable that we should feel guilty about going to a

museum because artefacts may have been taken immorally hundreds of years ago from their original

home. Why not though?

Because you should only feel guilty when breaking a moral norm is necessary for art engagement, and I

also argue, art appreciation.

Eaton and Vázquez’s theory.

In the paper Where Ethics and Aesthetics meet : Titans rape of Europa, Ann Eaton gives insight into

pinpointing which types of morality we should be concerned about in the aesthetic domain. The

painting Ratto di Europa is considered “one of the greatest Italian Renaissance paintings in an

American collection.”35 The painting shows Europa, a beautiful lady being carried away by Jupiter who

35 Ann, W, Eaton, "Where Ethics and Aesthetics Meet: Titian's Rape of Europa." Hypatia 18, no. 4 (2003): 159.
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disguised himself as a bull. Eaton says, that we are to presume she is being carried o� for nonconsensual

sex. 36 Certainly, the subject is meant to be sexual and seductive. Europa is getting carried somewhere.

The fact she is holding onto the bull for dear life implies she doesn’t have much of a choice. Yet her

facial expression, “does not obviously betray distress, fear or pain, and is often interpreted as a look of

ecstasy.”37 The colours in the painting Eaton describes as “joyous”38 and that they “seem to emanate

from her and evoke her passion.”39

Eaton thinks this painting is not as much of a masterpiece as people initially think it is. The main issue

with the painting to her is not that it portrays sexual violence, nor that it portrays sexual violence in an

erotic way, but it is that the painting is meant to be asking us to also think erotically of rape.

Adriana Clavel-Vázquez  thinks like Eaton that the type of immorality in art we should be concerned

about is when we are asked to engage in an immoral way, but di�erently, it depends on if the attitude is

for �ctional or non �ctional events and characters. “Ethical �aws seem to have di�erent ethical values

that depend on whether the unethical attitudes expressed and prescribed are quarantined.”40

Quarantined means that the “unethical attitudes expressed and prescribed are only directed toward

merely imagined events and characters”.41

I don’t think the attitude we are meant to hold matters if it is for a �ctional character or not, but I agree

with both philosophers that it is the attitude I have to have which is where the ethical problem lies. If

an artwork conveys a morally problematic stance that we don’t agree with for the time we are enjoying

the work, we are not fully engaging with all the artwork is meant to o�er. My thoughts go further. Not

41 Ibid: 148.

40 Adriana Clavel-Vázquez "The Diversity of Intrinsic Ethical Flaws in Fiction." The Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism
78, no. 2 (2020):152.

39 Ibid.

38 Ibid.

37 Ibid: 162.

36 The titles translation holds some ambiguity about whether it actually means rape or abduction, but the person is clearly
being “forcibly carried o�” Ibid: 161.
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fully embracing all the work could be giving us is detrimental to the artwork’s success, and we will not

be able to appreciate the work fully.

Eaton writes “we must agree with an artwork’s ethos in order to take pleasure in its various artistic

merits.”42 When we do not agree with the artwork’s ethos, this is when the painting is not achieving on

an aesthetic level. If you consider yourself an autonomist (the view that aesthetic value is separate from

moral value in art), you will still have a problem here.

Europa being violently taken away does not merely interfere with your enjoyment, (if I can put my

hand over that part of the painting it would still be morally corrupt)43, but can make or break a work's

success qua artwork. “A work’s artistic success can depend upon the audience’s agreement with its

ethical orientation, and failure to meet this condition can impede the response required for the works

artistic success.”44

In the case of the Ratto di Europa, you may be able to see the colours, and the painting technique, but

unless you are the type of the person who can get on board with eroticism of non consent, which in

this case is central to the painting then this will be a �aw which gets in the way of fully being able to

appreciate the artwork.45

Asking us to think in a way which is corrupt seems to be necessary to be able to appreciate Ratto di

Europa in its full capacity. I agree with Eaton and Vázquez that we should feel guilty if we break moral

norms involving engagement with the work. I also argue that we should feel guilty pleasure if we reach

appreciation for the work. I will now explain the di�erence between art engagement and art

appreciation.

45 Eaton thinks that there is a di�erence between a feature of the painting, and the painting's ethos as a whole. Ibid: 172-173.

44 Ibid: 175.

43 Ann Eaton does not think that this defect in the painting interferes with your judgement, but rather its very aim is relying
on you agreeing with the ethos. Ibid 173-174.

42 A. W. Eaton "Where Ethics and Aesthetics Meet: Titian's Rape of Europa." Hypatia 18, no. 4 (2003): 172.
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Art Engagement

I think that some moral transgressions are not necessary to engage with an artwork. Some external

factors are less likely to be needed for engagement, which is why if a painting has been stolen, this

would not be a moral value a�ecting the artwork itself, and so it would be easier to detach the

immorality from the painting when engaging with it. Unfortunately, a simple internal/ external

division is not su�cient for explaining which moral values a�ect aesthetic value, because some external

values could a�ect aesthetic value.

I think that we can engage with something we don’t necessarily understand, and we de�nitely can like

something we do not understand. However, in a similar vein to the barista choosing the co�ee machine

he is given I mentioned in the social theory, if you like something, or engage with an artwork without

the knowledge to appreciate it warts and all then you shouldn't feel guilty pleasure, because you are not

aware of the transgressions.

Art which involves engagement means that something will be required of us to be able to fully

appreciate what the art can give us. We will need to involve ourselves with the artwork at a deeper level,

and therefore will gain more responsibility with what we are involving ourselves with. If we come to a

point with an artwork where we are engaging because we need to appreciate the work to be able to get

more from it, then we may have to engage with morally problematic values. These will enable us to:

a) Decide the moral wrong is not bad enough to feel guilty and keep enjoying it.

b) Decide that the morality of the art or artist is too bad and we no longer wish to engage

with the artwork, or

c) Decide to overlook the moral wrong, enjoy the artwork, reach appreciation and feel

guilty pleasure.
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We should take an artwork's moral values into consideration when making aesthetic choices. If we need

to engage with certain values to reach appreciation for the artwork, and we still like the art and are

prepared to feel the guilt which ought to come with this fully aware enjoyment, then this is justi�ed

guilty pleasure.

To reach an appreciation for the work, you will need to �rst engage with certain values.

Art Appreciation

Appreciation is to be reached after engagement to be able to understand the work fully. This will then

enforce or deter pleasure.

Nguyen refers to aesthetic appreciation as a “striving activity”46. The value lies in us trying to get it for

ourselves. “Art history is orientated towards the generation of correct historical facts; it is, therefore,

not a striving activity.”47 This would explain why I should not feel guilty if how an artwork was

acquired hundreds of years ago is morally corrupt. If I go to see Egyptian artefacts at the British

museum, I have no way of controlling or engaging with Howard Carter, nor does the British museum,

therefore this is not a moral value I need to engage with for appreciation of the artwork.

A friend may be able to point me in the direction of values I should be looking into when I am

deciding if I should feel guilty pleasure liking an artwork, but a friend telling me I should feel guilty is

not a value for art appreciation, and therefore should not make me feel guilty.  Nguyen suggests using

testimony “as a guide for where to devote our attention, but not as a substitute for the ensuing process

of judgement.”48

48 Ibid: 1147.

47 Ibid: 1148.

46 C. Thi.Nguyen, "Autonomy and Aesthetic Engagement." Mind 129, no. 516 (2020): 1143.
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There are certain moral values which we need to engage with to fully appreciate artwork aesthetically,

however these values could be morally corrupt. If the value required to engage with the art is morally

corrupt, and we need to engage with said value to fully appreciate the work, and we still like the work

when we fully appreciate it, we should have guilty pleasure.

All the moral transgressions I will specify which are relevant to feeling guilty pleasure are ultimately

under an umbrella of appreciation.

The Moral Transgressions

The moral transgressions we may need to work through to appreciate a type of art are:

1. The artworks ethos

As Eaton explains, we can overlook something in the painting which is immoral, but when the very

ethos of the art, or in other words, what it represents is not in alignment with our own ethos, this will

negatively a�ect our appreciation of the artwork. An agreement in ethos could be necessary to

experience what there is to experience in an art piece, and if we are unable to agree with the ethos of the

artwork, then this could be something which causes guilt in us if we enjoy the work aesthetically. Eaton

thinks that if the art is inaccessible to a moral person,  because of an ethical �aw, then the artwork itself

has something wrong with it.

I think it is possible you could still �nd some appreciation for artwork with ethical �aws, and unlike

Eaton I do not think it necessarily makes you a “creep” if you can still �nd appreciation for the work.49

I do not think if you �nd out something negative about the artwork, or the artist which is morally

corrupt, that you should be forced to give it up if you still �nd it has aesthetic value. A moral person

49 I am referring to Eatons “The objection of creepiness” which is when an artworks aesthetic value is only available to
ethically �awed people. Ibid: 177.
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will still know that murder is wrong, even if they watch a documentary on murder and aesthetically

appreciate the murderers eloquent description of the events. I do argue however that this is a reason to

feel guilty about appreciating the artwork if you still do.

2. Immoral act v Immoral value

Sometimes, there can be a di�erence between how we act, and what our overall values are. I would

argue that an immoral act is easier to forgive than an immoral value. In the case of our aesthetic choices

this painting not only depicts a woman being carried away against her will, but rather the values of an

artwork or artist who thinks that there could be something erotic about this. It holds immoral values,

and this is much harder for us to overlook. An act of violence against women shows values of serious

immorality, and to then pursue a line of glamorising it shows further serious immoral values. I argue

when an act shows reprehensible values it is harder to overlook these to enjoy an artwork. An example

Eaton gives is a shoplifter. If I �nd out my friend stole food from a store, I think this is a bad action.

Eaton explains “A shoplifter's values are not radically at odds with my own.”50 I may �nd out they are a

kleptomaniac in which case they have a mental condition which needs treatment, or they have no

money and are hungry. I may indeed �nd out they simply enjoy taking things which don’t belong to

them. In the last example, the act is a whole set of values to unpack that I do not like. Sel�shness, lack

of empathy and distorted pleasure to name a few, and because of this I am unable to be friends with

this person anymore.

In the 1969 movie “The Italian Job” a group of criminals plan on stealing gold in Italy. The �lm is

meant to be a comedy, and is considered to be a good �lm, but I do not think this �lm should invoke

guilt in us in any way, despite making stealing seem fun and exciting.

50 Ibid:176.
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The �lm ends on a famous cli� hanger, literally, as the van with the loot ends up hanging on a cli�edge

and we are led to believe that to escape death, they will have to let the weight of the gold fall out of the

van. So the �lm incorporates a comeuppance for the characters, that after all the work to steal, the gold

is now worthless if they fall to their doom. We are left with this scene, and left to decide what they

choose to do.

This �lm portrays ethics not so out of sync with ours, and is a reason why we can enjoy the movie

aesthetically. Perhaps (if you choose to believe Michael Caine’s “great idea” was to leave the gold in the

Alps) the thieves start to come to their senses too. Nothing about this movie involves me having to

adopt a morally reprehensible stance to appreciate it. I think that immoral values will incur guilty

pleasure in aesthetics more than immoral acts.

3. Relatability/Time in history

If I �nd out that artefacts had been stolen to exhibit in a museum last year, this should a�ect my

aesthetic enjoyment of the object more so than if it had happened two hundred years ago. This is

because I am experiencing the world the artwork was created in, and creates some responsibility for me

to have to �nd out about the work on a path to appreciation. Mary Beth Willard uses an example of

Charles Dickens, whose wife fell into a terrible depression after having a child and he tried to have her

put in a psychiatric hospital to be able to divorce her. She explains this does not mean we should never

watch A Christmas Carol, because he lived “in an age which forbids divorce except in cases of

insanity”.51 Artists of today have much less excuse for their behaviour, or the immoral artwork they

make, and in turn I should hold these artists to a di�erent standard, and myself if I still like their work.

51 Mary Beth Willard ,Why it’s ok to enjoy the work of immoral artists, (New York: Routledge, 2021), 8.
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4. The artist

The certain moral transgressions of Dickens, show that there is more to consider than just the artwork.

Another point to take into consideration when making aesthetic decisions is the artist themselves.

Sometimes, the actor, or the comedian, or the artist is the art. Even when they are not, they need to be

considered in relation to their art.

For example, I would �nd it far less guilt invoking to watch a movie featuring Nicholas Cage who owed

$6 million to the IRS,52 than watching Bill Cosby in the Cosby show, or Kevin Spacey in House of

Cards (the show was rewritten for season six as he was removed from the show). I do not think that

Cage did a good thing at all, but I �nd there to be more separation between the act (my point 2), rather

than an abhorrent overall ethos (point 1) of mistreating human beings, whilst masquerading as an

upstanding member of society, which I come to in point 5.

5. Deception and authenticity

If a piece of artwork, or an artist, claims to be morally upstanding, when in actual fact this is not the

case, then this is a reason to diminish the arts aesthetic value and feel guilt. Values or a part of the art we

believed to be authentic is not authentic. No one likes being lied to. When we �nd out we have been

lied to, this makes it more di�cult to enjoy an artwork because we have in a sense, come crawling back

to the artwork which betrayed us, and this will invoke guilt. Some art does not try to contain

authenticity, blockbuster movies and pop music are often formulaic and entertaining for a little while

then we move on. “Commercial success often neatly lines up with aesthetic mediocrity”.53 It is only

53 Mary Beth Willard ,Why it’s ok to enjoy the work of immoral artists, (New York: Routledge, 2021), 104.

52 In 2009, Cage was hit with a claim for over $6 million by the IRS for delinquent taxes, interest and penalties. He also
owed property taxes.
Daniel Bukszpan, “And the Oscar for not paying taxes goes to…”, NBC News, March 22nd, 2012,
https://www.nbcnews.com/id/wbna46800653. (accessed April 2nd, 2022.)
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when the art claims to be meaningful, and the trust from us was misplaced due to it not being, should

this cause guilty pleasure.

Bill Cosby made his career from being a loving father in a TV show. He led people to believe he was the

same o� screen as on it. In cases where the artist is, in e�ect their work, for example a comedian or an

athlete, the problem with the artwork is most de�nitely a question of agreeing with a walking ethos

(which we know to be morally corrupt explained in point 1), and deception and authenticity (point 5).

Points 2, 3 and 4 may not even need to be taken into consideration. Not every point I list will be

necessary or relevant to acquire appreciation for that artwork, but the artwork will hold at least one of

these points to engage with, if I am to appreciate the artwork, so I can enjoy it in the most thorough

way possible.

An example of guilty pleasure.

Country music is a type of music which is usually associated with simple melodies and lyrics of

hardship, rural living or love. “It tends to be low class and simple.”54 It has melodies which can be

played by a lot of people. The chord progressions are not complex and often sound predictable, but

they are melodic and pleasing to the ear. John Dyck ponders “Maybe it is trashy music for trashy

people.”55 This is just a label, and as I have already discussed in my self theory and in my social theory,

you shouldn’t feel guilty if you are just going against some aesthetic preference and being labelled a

certain way.

Other elements to consider in the enjoyment of country music require further inspection. The genre

likes to market itself as authentic, as if the person singing the song just wrote it on a napkin at their

dead end job. When in actuality they were probably scouted by some marketing executive and it

55 John Dyck, "The Aesthetics of Country Music." Philosophy Compass 16, no. 5 (2021): 1.

54 Ching quoted in John Dyck, "The Aesthetics of Country Music." Philosophy Compass 16, no. 5 (2021): 1.
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took �ve professional songwriters to write their song. This lack of authenticity could make us feel

cheated, particularly as the whole genre likes to portray itself as authentic and heartfelt. However,

its moral transgressions do not seem to lie with its lack of authenticity, so I do not think point 5 is

relevant here. In this case, if we think of it as a marketing trick, I would argue this is more a

problem with social normativity, and you should not feel guilty about its lack of authenticity.

Yet there are some moral issues with country music, the issues being of the kind which should cause

you to feel guilt should you still like it. Take Gretchen Wilson’s “Redneck woman”.56 This song �ts all

the stereotypes of the country genre, and contains lyrics such as “No, I don't need no designer tag to

make my man want me.” Country music sometimes contains stereotypes of subservient women

who should in some way have a man, and said men should be convinced to want them. To engage

with it in a sincere manner (which is the type of enjoyment I am concerned with), it requires us to

adopt an attitude of thinking this is ok. Of course, we do not need to believe it, but for a few

minutes you need to pretend. If you do not engage this way, you cannot appreciate what the song

is trying to o�er. So point 1 is relevant here. Point 2 as well. I would argue this is something to feel

guilty about.

The history of Country music is complicated. It has some roots in Jazz and Blues. In the early 20th

century, when country music was just beginning to develop, record executives would go to the

south of the US and notice that black and white people were singing similar types of songs. The

record executives of the time who wanted to promote this country music did not like this. So the

music got marketed as music which was sung by white immigrant ancestors, handed down to

white people. Unfortunately a lot of white people at the time liked that idea and the �re fueled

itself. 57 Country music perpetuated this type of marketing. Referencing the “good old days,

57 John Dyck describes country music origins, and also examples of black people not being allowed to perform country
music on early television shows. The music was constantly curated to be for white people. Ibid: 8-9.

56 Ibid.
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especially the good old days of the south.”58 These were not “good old days” for black people at all,

so black people rejected this music. These points illustrate that country music has racist and sexist

connotations, and it seems that it is not ashamed to make them clear for all to listen to.

These seem like very good reasons to forget about it. However, if you aesthetically like melodies which

stick with simple root, third and �fth progressions and the pretence of heart, and choose to engage

with the points I described earlier to fully appreciate the genre, then you should feel guilty pleasure.

Country music is an example of when our aesthetic choices and our moral choices will clash, and

examples in which both my criteria are met:

1. That we should feel guilty if we choose not to respect particular norms of the domain.

2. We choose not to respect these particular norms due to wanting aesthetic pleasure.

Some country music you may simply �nd too abhorrent. Eaton explains in relation to Europa, its

ethical �aws may be too much part of the aesthetic engagement for you to even like it, so there is no

guilt to be felt.

A moral person however, may have engaged with the necessary values to reach an appreciation for the

work and still like it. Country music seems to require point 1 and point 3 on a road to appreciation,

and maybe more of my points depending on the particular song and artist. If an art requires engaging

with a moral transgression I described to reach a hearty appreciation for the work and you still want to

listen to it,  then the art should cause guilty pleasure.

58 Tony Thomas quoted in John Dyck, "The Aesthetics of Country Music." Philosophy Compass 16, no. 5 (2021): 9.
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Part 2

Why I think that guilty pleasure is justi�ed in the moral domain.

I have outlined a theory of when we should feel guilty pleasure and which points are relevant.  I will

now address two arguments which could be raised regarding justi�able guilty pleasure in the moral

domain, and explain why I �nd them unconvincing.

Firstly, that we should feel very guilty and should not �nd pleasure in an aesthetic everytime a moral

value to do with engagement and appreciation is broken. I will argue that the points I have given may

not always weigh enough to cause guilt so heavy we shouldn't �nd pleasure in the aesthetic.

Secondly, we never need to feel guilt and only feel pleasure because moral and aesthetic values are

separate. I argue that moral and aesthetic values are not separate, so there should always be guilt to

contend with.

I will argue that guilty pleasure is more complicated than these arguments allow and a speci�c balance

is required to justi�ably feel guilty pleasure.

1. We should not �nd pleasure in an aesthetic everytime a moral value to do with engagement and

appreciation is broken.

In the paper Integrating the aesthetic and the moral, Marcia Eaton expresses a concern among some

moral philosophers called “the overridingness debate”59which is “namely the inclination to consider

moral concerns as more important than aesthetic concerns.”60 This would suggest that morality has to

60 Ibid: 221.

59 The debate is whether moral values should always be more important than aesthetic values.marcia eaton integrating the
aesthetic and the moral. Marcia Muelder Eaton, "Integrating the Aesthetic and the Moral." Philosophical Studies 67, no. 3
(1992): 222.
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be at the forefront of whatever decision we make, and so an aesthetic choice that comes �rst is simply

not going to be pleasurable, because to go against the overriding moral decision is wrong.

In response to this, I argue that the very de�nition of guilty pleasure cannot exist if we don't want to do

something which clashes with another set of norms.  Guilty pleasures clearly exist, and so to desire

something above our morals exists. You need the pleasure aspect to feel the guilt part of the

phenomena. One can only feel guilty pleasure if they want something yet it doesn't �t with what they

think they should do.

Here is an example:  A friend moves to another country. You will not feel guilty that they have left. You

did not contribute to this move. If the friend asks you to leave your job, your family and the life you

have built to join them you decline the o�er. You might feel sad you cannot move nearer your friend,

and miss them, but ultimately you do not want to move nearer your friend. Therefore, you have no

guilt about this choice, this is the norm, and it is not a guilty pleasure to stay. However, it is perfectly

within the realms of possibility to want to move to be with your friend and leave your family. (I will

discuss reason in a moment). This would be a guilty pleasure. This could be desirable to someone, and

so the argument that it objectively is not desirable and that this option does not exist doesn't make

sense.

So, to reason, what is the reason we desire things? In C. Thi Nguyen's paper Games and the art of

agency, Nguyen discusses Elijah Milligrams’ idea that there are two di�erent types of desire.

Constitutive desire is when you �nd the thing itself (in this case the aesthetic thing) desirable.

Instrumental desire is when “we might desire something because it would be useful to have that

desire.”61 It might be desirable to desire enjoying the works of Rembrandt for example. Rembrandt is

considered a great painter and I may discover painting techniques I could practice. The problem is that

Milligram thinks instrumental reasons will never generate genuine desires. This shows that you may

61 C. Thi. Nguyen "Games and the Art of Agency." The Philosophical Review 128, no. 4 (2019): 452.
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want to like Rembrandt's work, but this is not a real desire.  Real desire is that you like the work of

Rembrandt because you like the work of Rembrandt. Unless there is a constitutive desire, we have no

reason to act. So acting on your guilty pleasure, does not mean you do not feel real desire. It illustrates

the right motivations to ful�l it.

Enjoyment is subjective. It does not have to mean right or wrong, and so you may not feel bad about

the art you enjoy from an aesthetic point of view. You may desire an artwork and not think it is right or

wrong to do so based on the artwork. The “right” or “wrong” label for the reason is based on your

moral compass, which is a part of the decision making in enjoying art, but not overriding it. The things

we want aesthetically are the things we want, and we should think carefully before labelling ourselves

or others right or wrong. “I might think that it is immoral to enjoy works of art that objectify women

or celebrate shallow lifestyles and thus feel “guilty” about enjoying such works without committing to

the idea that it is aesthetically right or wrong to enjoy these works.”62 However, if there is a possibility I

am going to feel guilty about my aesthetic decision, why not just lead a life according to what is the

most morally virtuous?

Maybe we should do the morally right thing in any situation? Susan Wolf discusses this in “Moral

Saints.” She says that “A moral theory that does not contain the seeds of an all-consuming ideal of

moral sainthood thus seems to place false and unnatural limits on our opportunity to do moral good

and deserve moral praise.”63 So if we don’t always do the most moral thing are we missing an

opportunity to do good in the world?

Wolf later argues that we should interpret these strict ethics in more charitable ways, and that actually,

being a moral saint is not desirable at all. “Yet the main thrust of the arguments of this paper has been

63 Susan Wolf, "Moral Saints." The Journal of Philosophy 79, no. 8 (1982): 433.

62 Kris Go�n and Florian Cova. "An Empirical Investigation of Guilty Pleasures." Philosophical Psychology 32, no. 7 (2019):
1136.
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leading to the conclusion that, when such ideals are present, they are not ideas which it is particularly

reasonable or healthy or desirable for human beings to aspire.”64

Mary Beth Willard adds “We need to be good, but we do not need to do so at the expense of a well lived

life.”65 It seems that by sometimes choosing the aesthetic over the moral we have nothing to lose but

everything to gain.

Sometimes, just what is the point of not doing the aesthetic choice? “The artist and their work may be

important to us, but we are not important to them.”66

Imagine you like Harry Potter and give up watching Harry Potter movies because of J.K Rowling's

comments. Is she losing anything? No. At the very best, if enough people do not want to condone her

behaviour, or think she deserves some sort of punishment and so will not read her next book then the

future art may not be successful.67 Rowling will not suddenly lose all the money she made from Harry

Potter. “As a result, we wind up weighing our aesthetic projects against largely symbolic, pointless

actions.”68As I described in the self theory, our aesthetic projects carry weight and should not be given

up lightly.

Regarding the victims of her comments69, to show solidarity and support seems a more sensible reason

to give up an art, but how would they know I support them if I never watch Harry Potter again? I will

have to announce my support in some way, probably via social media, which at worst could be seen as

69 Regarding Rowling, “she appeared to openly belittle transgender people when she mocked a news headline about “people
who menstruate.”” Aja Romano “Harry Potter and the author who failed us”, Vox, June 11th 2020,
https://www.vox.com/culture/21285396/jk-rowling-transphobic-backlash-harry-potter, (accessed 5th May 2022.)

68 Mary Beth Willard , Why it’s ok to enjoy the work of immoral artists, (New York: Routledge, 2021), 24.

67 Mary Beth Willard argues that supporting a change of attitude where victims do not feel like the perpetrator is the most
plausible reason to boycott- but it would need to be done globally by many many people to begin to make a di�erence.
Mary Beth Willard ,Why it’s ok to enjoy the work of immoral artists, (New York: Routledge, 2021), 57-60.

66 Mary Beth Willard ,Why it’s ok to enjoy the work of immoral artists, (New York: Routledge, 2021), 34.

65 Mary Beth Willard ,Why it’s ok to enjoy the work of immoral artists, (New York: Routledge, 2021), 80.

64 Ibid.
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virtue signalling and triggering for victims, and at best is not in opposition to not giving up art I like. I

should probably just be quiet, not condone her behaviour, watch Harry Potter (or not) and get on

with my day. My own personal decision does not have an impact on her, nor her victims, nor the

environment we live in. If I liked Harry Potter, would giving it up really be worth the moral high

ground? Some moral transgressions will weigh enough to take away the pleasure of the aesthetic, but

some will not.

I will now address the second argument which could be raised regarding justi�able guilty pleasure in

the moral domain.

2. Morals shouldn't have anything to do with the aesthetic- they are separate.

I have already explained that aesthetics are incredibly important to us as human beings, and so are our

morals. So there are going to be some problems.

Marcia Eaton writes “Both popular and theoretical attitudes have supported the view that when one

takes the aesthetic point of view moral considerations are to be put aside, and vice versa, or that

aesthetic and moral values di�er essentially in metaphysical or epistemological respects.”70 This

argument could then proceed to say if we can treat them as separate values, I might feel guilt in a moral

domain, but when I consider something aesthetically I feel no guilt. So I either feel guilt (moral) or no

guilt (aesthetic). I shouldn’t feel guilty pleasure, and I have already proven guilty pleasure exists.

To have an aesthetic value, it does not mean that the moral values suddenly disappear. Marcia Eaton

compares this idea to the �gure of a duck/rabbit.71 You might not be able to see the rabbit, or the duck,

depending on your experience, but the other view is there. “Usually the situation with which we are

more familiar- that in which we shift rather easily back and forth between the duck and the rabbit-

71 Image drawn by me, copied from Marcia Muelder Eaton, "Integrating the Aesthetic and the Moral." Philosophical
Studies 67, no. 3 (1992): 227.

70 Marcia Muelder Eaton, "Integrating the Aesthetic and the Moral." Philosophical Studies 67, no. 3 (1992): 220.
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obtains.”72 Importantly, “Similarly, the blocking of the aesthetic by the moral, or vice versa is not the

only possibility.”73. They are di�erent values, but why should they cancel each other out? Duck/rabbit

doesn’t disappear when I focus on one view. If it is possible that a moral or aesthetic experience can

a�ect the other (someone can see the rabbit and then the duck), then it cannot be said they do not.

Mary Beth Willard is arguing “it is ok to continue to like the work of immoral artists.”74 she continues,

“The artwork is the product, and most of the time, we do not reject the product if it turns out the

creator was immoral”.75 I think it is ok if you feel guilty alongside it. I think you should feel guilty

about it, because it is not really ok. If you feel guilty liking a piece of art because of particular moral

implications, I think that the same argument applies to the artist. The justi�cation of guilt applies both

in moral values linked to the artist and in moral values of the artwork.

It is possible when you learn of an artist being morally corrupt you simply do not like their work

anymore. This is another reason aesthetic values and moral values are linked. The work has now been

clouded by a moral behaviour which a�ected the work too much. Perhaps you learnt the work of art

you liked was painted by putting dying gold�sh on a canvas and the marks you once appreciated are

now hideous.76 To treat the values as separate you would have to say that:

76 Here I am referring to an artist Eaton gives as an example in Integrating the aesthetic and the moral. She does not give the
name.
Marcia Muelder Eaton, "Integrating the Aesthetic and the Moral." Philosophical Studies 67, no. 3 (1992): 219.

75 Ibid, 6.

74 Mary Beth Willard ,Why it’s ok to enjoy the work of immoral artists, (New York: Routledge, 2021), 4.

73 Ibid.

72 Marcia Muelder Eaton, "Integrating the Aesthetic and the Moral." Philosophical Studies 67, no. 3 (1992): 227.
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a) You don’t like the literal marks on the canvas, for example the curved lines or the colours

contained in the painting anymore.

b) You have had some kind of personality transformation for no reason where you just don’t �nd

your favourite humour funny anymore.

c) You will have to continue to like artwork created by dead �sh or immoral comedians.

None of these seem correct. It is perfectly rational to say “I cannot look at this picture anymore because

it is so terrible how those lines were created, the lines are revolting.” It is perfectly rational to say “Bill

Cosby talking about respect on The Cosby Show is such hypocrisy I no longer �nd his comedy funny.”77

Your moral stance can a�ect your aesthetic tastes. “If someone's crimes make it impossible for former

fans to enjoy their work, then their work is no longer aesthetically successful.”78 Once you no longer

enjoy the work, it lacks something aesthetically, because if you still found the work aesthetically

pleasing you may try to rationalise and persevere your moral stance. However, both work together to

make a �nal decision.

Considering relevant aesthetic and moral reasons, I use Paul Gauguin as an example. Gauguin was a

nineteenth century painter who decided to abandon his wife and children and move to Tahiti.

Undoubtedly the Tahitian paintings are what he is most famous for. His paintings of Tahitian women

are captivating and colourful, yet he fathered children with some of the young women models on the

island, and treated them as interchangeable. Gauguin considered returning to Europe in 1902 to

receive medical treatment, only to be convinced by his friend Monfreid that he should stay. It seems

that he didn't much care for Gauguin's well being when he writes “At present you are a unique and

legendary artist, sending to us from the remote South Seas disconcerting and inimitable works which

78 Mary Beth Willard ,Why it’s ok to enjoy the work of immoral artists, (New York: Routledge, 2021), 89.

77 I use this example because Mary Beth Willard discusses The Cosby Show for an example demonstrating that perhaps
certain moral wrongs are more unforgivable in some artists than others. The moral value could stop us liking their art
anymore. Mary Beth Willard ,Why it’s ok to enjoy the work of immoral artists, (New York: Routledge, 2021), 89-90.
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are the de�nitive creations of a great man who, in a way, has already gone from this world.”79 Gauguin

died in 1903.

He made an aesthetic decision not a moral one, but it is incorrect to say that the moral value is separate

from the aesthetic. It is just the moral reasons for the aesthetic choice that did not speak to him. Just

because he didn’t make the moral choice does not mean it was not there.

We might think he is insane, and Willard gives an example of trying to talk to him on the boat to

Tahiti, reminding him he has a wife and children, and thinking he doesn’t listen to reason. Actually,

Willard suggests “it would be more accurate to say that you haven’t successfully given him a reason.”80

These ethical reasons do not speak to him, and o� he goes to Tahiti. “As Williams observes, we don’t

plan our lives by determining in the abstract what kind of life would be best for us. Rather the sort of

life we decide to lead “conditions our later desires and judgements.”81

He ought to consider his family, but he doesn't for other reasons. The moral values are dovetailed into

the aesthetics, but the aesthetic values win out for Gauguin's motivations. “Having an aesthetic project

meant that the artist's wrongdoing didn't really count as a reason to give up the artwork.”82

I am not saying we are all as extreme as Gauguin, but sometimes our aesthetic reasons are the reasons

that speak to us when choosing to overlook some of the moral implications.

As I stated earlier, if we could truly separate these domains we would not feel the phenomena of guilty

pleasure, which we undeniably do. What would we ever have to feel guilty about if we could

82 Ibid, 139.

81 Ibid, 138.

80 Mary Beth Willard ,Why it’s ok to enjoy the work of immoral artists, (New York: Routledge, 2021), 137.

79 Paul Gauguin.The Letters of Paul Gauguin to Georges Daniel de Monfreid, 1922 ed, (Dodd, Mead and Company, New
York, 1922), 160. Also accessed at: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Gauguin#Family_history_and_early_life (Accessed:
21st October 2021).
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completely compartmentalise aesthetic value from moral value? Surely we would all just make guilt free

decisions?

You may still choose to go against the moral norm of your own free will. The choice is the pleasure part

of guilty pleasure. “Our aesthetic autonomy is important; it matters not just what we choose

aesthetically to pursue but that we chose it.”83 Whilst choice exists for us, we may go to great lengths to

hide our choices (you may never tell anyone you listen to Celine Dion) but the cost of not doing what

we want is simply not high enough sometimes.

The morally wrong values in the country music genre and its negative viewpoints will a�ect a moral

person. A moral person will in no way support them, and will think they are morally bad views. Yet in

this example the morally bad does not count as a reason to give up the aesthetic reasons to enjoy

country music, and aesthetic taste does not neutralise morality. However the moral norms it breaks are

ones which will be necessary to our engagement, and ultimately our proper appreciation of the genre.

If I have reached an appreciation for the genre, and I like it, I have reached a point I should feel guilty

pleasure. Moral norms are worthy of our respect, and one is choosing not to respect the particular

norms which a�ect aesthetic pleasure due to pursuing an aesthetic choice, so I ought to feel guilty

listening to it.

Summary and conclusion

There will be times when the adhering to the best version of you, adhering to the social normativity

and adhering to a moral viewpoint will collide with your aesthetic judgements, and this is unavoidable.

I have discussed the criteria I believe to be necessary for guilty pleasure to justi�ably occur and put the

criteria to the test in three theories- self, social and moral. I have given reasons for and against why

83 Ibid, 21.
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people may decide that guilty pleasure could justi�ably occur in these domains but ultimately found

the only theory to have a solid argument to be the moral theory.

There are certain moral values which will a�ect our aesthetic appreciation, and so we need to be aware

of certain judgments. How much does the art mean to us personally? Do we have any knowledge of the

artwork? What are our values? Can I reconcile my values against this aesthetic pleasure?  If we make

these judgments and still decide that we enjoy an artwork, then this does not make you a bad person,

but it is a case for guilty pleasure. You should feel guilty about liking morally questionable artwork, or

artists.

So I conclude my thesis with a positive message, that my self theory and social theory provide

substantial reasons to not feel guilty about what you enjoy. There is no need to feel guilty pleasure as

much as we do about our aesthetic choices. They are not good or bad, cool or uncool. They are not a

re�ection on us. It is only when the certain moral norms I have speci�ed are being violated we should

feel guilty about the art we like.

My thesis presents an argument for justi�able guilt if you feel pleasure in your aesthetic choices when

they clash with certain moral values, not that you are bad if you pursue them, nor that you should give

them up without second thought. As a moral person you should feel guilt, and by extension guilty

pleasure. If you can’t cope with the guilt, If it is too much to bear you may simply not �nd

appreciation for the art anymore. If you still like the art then live with the guilt and “Take their failings

as opportunities to spur your own ethical growth.”84

84 Mary Beth Willard ,Why it’s ok to enjoy the work of immoral artists, (New York: Routledge, 2021),153.
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What follows this exploration?

My thesis could prompt further exploration in situations of guilt. Why is guilt such a common factor

in our lives when it comes to aesthetic decisions? Are there times you will choose the moral value over

the aesthetic value? For example, would I choose an ugly pair of shoes because it is kinder to the

environment over a much sexier pair of shoes which will never degrade into the planet.

What is it that drives us to so often choose beauty over better, yet proceed to feel guilt?

It may be reasonable to choose the aesthetic over the moral sometimes. This does not mean we should

not feel guilty pleasure when choosing it. However, as �nal thought, this could be a learning

experience. In linking back to the aesthetic self, learning about ethics and making decisions trying to

reconcile the aesthetic and the moral could improve us and empower us to make choices on our terms.

An example of this is the artist Tyla Vaeau who superimposed her and her sisters’ face on to Gauguin

reproductions. “By forcibly reminding the viewer that his anonymous Polynesian women were real

people, someone's sisters, mothers, daughters, and friends, who deserved better treatment than

Gauguin gave them.”85 From his poor decisions a dialogue has been opened and an awareness to not let

this situation happen again. Engaging with di�cult art can enable us to learn from past transgressions.

An aesthetic exploration of  morality and ethics may help us improve ourselves and remember that we

all deserve to give ourselves and others better treatment. “Through engaging art, we can improve

ourselves and our culture while living rich and full aesthetic lives.”86 Perhaps guilty pleasures are more

valuable than they have been perceived.

86 Ibid.

85 Ibid.
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